EnLight® - Product - entelli-Ballast™

World’s only truly universal
energy-efficient ballast

“Proven in-field for
longer lamp life - 9
years and counting
for standard SON
lamps”

The entelli-Ballast™ from enLight® is unique in its class. One
single unit that is truly energy efficient and can power all 26150 watt lamps regardless of the type or manufacturer. Many
lamps, one ballast - simple. And as it supports mains supply
from 100-265V AC or DC, it can be used in most lighting
markets around the world.
Its Ultra Soft Start Technology™ starts lamps with ease, cleans old lamps
within minutes and extends lamp life to 2-3 times their expected natural
life. Full linear dimming to any percentage from 30% to 100% is smooth
and simple. It is fully reverse compatible - designed to replace old ballasts
simply and quickly.
As it is a constant power device, inrush current is virtually eliminated and
by offsetting the startup timing of each lamppost, the surge on the local
network can be massively reduced. The ballast itself is also capable of
measuring energy consumption to an accuracy accepted by the retail
energy market (at least in the EU) so it is ready for the switch from
unmetered to metered supply.
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Unprecedented 95% energy efficiency
Powers multiple lamps inc. SON, SOX, CosmoPolis
Powers lamps from all leading lamp manufacturers
Controls any lamp from 26w - 150w
Ultra Soft Start Technology™ and lamp cleaning
Linear dimming of lamps from 30% - 100%
Input voltage of 100-265V AC or DC

www.enlight.co.uk

EnLight® - Product - entelli-Ballast™
EnLight® entelli-BallastTM Technical Specifications
Lamp Power Rating

26W
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Power Consumption

28W

38W

53W

63W

69W

73W 93W 103W 154W

Lamp Type

SON, SOX, HCI, Cosmopolis, StreetWise, AURA, Powerball, Lucalox XO

Voltage Range

100-265 AC/DC

Ignition

Mains Frequency Range

47-60Hz

Mains Power Supply		 AC or DC

Power Factor

>.95		

Lamp Power Variation		 Nil

Ignition Voltage

Adaptive

enTalkTM Communictions		 Enabled as standard

Nominal Lamp Operating Frequency

Adaptive

EMC		 Class B

Lamp Current Wave Form

Sine Wave

Efficiency		 95%+

Max. Ambient Temperature (Ta)

50˚C		

Standby Power		 <1 Watt

Max. Case Temperature (Tc)

80˚C		

Output Drive		 Dynamic

Temperature Range

-20˚C to +50˚C

High Efficiency		 90lm/watt

Control Input

Digital		

Lamp Technology Supported		 High/Low Pressure Lamps

Dimming - Linear

30% to 100%

Dimensions		 L 115mm H 45mm W 98mm

Less than 1200V

Electrical Safety and Standard Compliances EN55015 EN6100-3-2 EN61347-1: 2001 EN61347-2: 2005
(Independently tested by approved test houses)

Seamless integration with the
enLight® DOLFin® and enTalk™
technologies
The enLight entelli-Ballast™ is designed to work
in harmony with the enLight® DOLFin® and
communicate via the enTalk™ mesh network
Together, these three components take remote
lighting management to an unprecedented new
level of simplicity, flexibility and efficiency.

A truly differentiating ballast
technology...

DOLFin® and
entelli-Ballast™

enCore™

Despite the world moving steadily towards solid
state lighting, HID is still predicted to deploy in
significant numbers and the replacement market
is still very healthy for HID technology. There may
be a preference for monochromatic light due
to conservation requirements or they may have
replaced all the lanterns within the last 10-15
years and are reluctant to be seen to be throwing
perfectly good equipment into landfill. Either way,
even the lighting industry itself is predicting HID to
still have the majority market share in 2020. This
technology could provide sufficient differentiation
to maximise margins in an HID market gradually
diminishing over time.
We would be happy to talk to those interested in
taking this technology to scale so please contact
us on +44 (0) 1508 521227.
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